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1 Introduction  
The Applicants have made an application under section 88(1A) and (1) of the Competition and Consumer 
Act 2010 (Cth) (CCA) for authorisation to make and give effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement 
or understanding which may be a cartel provision within the meaning of Division 1 of Part IV of the CCA, 
or may result in a substantial lessening of competition in a market (Application).  

The Application was made on behalf of the following parties:  

(a) Queensland Sugar Limited (QSL), in its capacity as a marketing provider;  

(b) Bundaberg Sugar Limited (Bundaberg Sugar);  

(c) Isis Central Sugar Mill Co. Ltd. (Isis);  

(d) Mackay Sugar Limited (Mackay). 

Collectively, the existing Applicants represent four of the seven users of the bulk sugar terminals (BSTs).  

Authorisation is also sought for the benefit of the other users of the bulk sugar terminals, being: 

(a) Wilmar Sugar Australia Limited (Wilmar); 

(b) MSF Sugar Limited (MSF); and 

(c) Tully Sugar Limited (Tully). 

This is a submission by the Applicants which addresses the 5 submissions received in response to the 
ACCC's consultation on the Application. 

2 Grower submissions  

The Applicants note the submissions from Queensland Canegrowers Organisation Ltd, Canegrowers Isis 
Ltd and Tableland Canegrowers Ltd, each of which support authorisation being granted.  

The points raised in support for the Application are consistent with the rationale provided in the 
Application. 

The Applicants particularly note the comments from Tableland Canegrowers Ltd (who represent growers 
in a region who are closest to a MSF mill - but can supply a mill owned by Mackay - and have previously 
switched to that mill for a season based on preferences in relation to marketing arrangement) that the 
Authorisation is important in ensuring that their chosen marketer has access to the BSTs on a cost 
effective, equitable and transparent basis. That concern was clearly expressed in a neutral fashion as 
between marketers – i.e. the authorisation is considered important whether the chosen marketer of a 
grower (now or in the future) is MSF or one of the Applicants. 

3 Responses to MSF submission  

3.1 There is an imbalance of bargaining power  

While the Applicants agree with MSF's observation that 'all BSTs have fewer than three miller users', it is 
unclear to the Applicants why there is a need to differentiate between QSL as a user of the BSTs, and 
miller users of the BSTs.  

STL has made clear in the discussions to date that the same S&H arrangements are intended to apply to 
all users of the BSTs – regardless of whether they are pure marketers, or miller marketers. From STL's 
perspective, the services provided are, of course, anticipated to be substantially the same for all users. 
Accordingly seeking to differentiate between QSL and millers in the way MSF's submission does is 
disingenuous – particularly given that QSL and the millers would be subject to the same S&H agreements 
and terms under the new arrangements at the BSTs. As such, there are no monopsonist customers of 
any BST in Queensland, and only two terminals that have duopsonist arrangements. MSF has not offered 
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any meaningful basis to differentiate between QSL and miller users of the BSTs in the way that it appears 
to implicitly assume should be the case.  

Further, in addition to the same terms applying to all users, QSL understands that the same S&H 
arrangements are generally intended to apply across all of the BSTs. The draft S&H arrangements as 
they have been provided to the Applicants by STL are not terminal specific – and it is therefore more 
appropriate to consider the impact of the proposed conduct on the terminals collectively, and not on an 
individual basis.  

The Applicants reject that only having two users (though notes in many BSTs there are more) in a BST 
means that there is not an imbalance of bargaining power. As is clear from the current use of the BSTs, 
STL has alternative options to use its storage capacity and facilities. For example, QSL has, in the past, 
used excess capacity in the BSTs to store woodchips and fertiliser, and leased some of a BST to the 
Australian Defence Force for equipment storage. Similarly, the previous Brisbane bulk sugar terminal has, 
following a divestment by STL, been converted into a grain handling terminal – suggesting that the BSTs 
could be modified to store other bulk commodities. This means that it is likely that STL will have at least 
some alternative options for use of the facilities – whereas there are no alternative options for storage and 
handling services for raw sugar in Queensland. This suggests that it is likely that STL may have 
alternative customers, whereas STL's customers do not have and are not in any way anticipated to have 
alternative S&H service providers. 

Further, while the Applicants note MSF's comments regarding its views on imbalance of bargaining power 
between users of the BSTs and STL, the Applicants note that MSF is not a small milling company. MSF is 
the third largest mill owner by raw sugar production, the third largest mill owner shareholder of STL, a 
significant customer of the BSTs (both in volume terms and in that it operates in multiple BSTs, as 
acknowledged in its submission),1 and holds interests in 4 of the top 10 grower shareholders in STL.2 As 
such, while it is entirely possible that MSF may not consider that it suffers from an imbalance of 
bargaining power, its experience is not representative of each other user of the BSTs (as clearly indicated 
by the Applicants making the relevant application for authorisation).  

The Applicants therefore maintain that the proposed conduct would give rise to the specific public benefit 
of correcting the imbalance of bargaining power between STL, as a monopoly infrastructure owner, and 
the users of the BSTs (where those users that wish to engage in collective negotiations).  

3.2 Impact of S&H negotiations on smaller milling companies  

For the same reasons as noted above, the Applicants do not consider MSF's claim that smaller milling 
companies do not rely on the outcome of the S&H negotiations for their commercial viability to be valid or 
substantiated.  

MSF has not indicated the basis on which it is qualified to speak on behalf of smaller milling companies. 
The Applicants note that two of the Applicants are smaller milling companies and therefore better 
positioned to make submissions as to their view of the impact on the S&H arrangements on smaller 
milling companies than MSF.  

The Applicants maintain that the proposed conduct would give rise to the specific public benefit of 
assisting smaller milling companies, including by likely ensuring better commercial outcomes for those 
companies in the S&H arrangements.  

                                                      
1  For completeness, the Applicants note that there is an error in paragraph 2.3 of MSF's submission in that MSF does not 

operate at the Mackay BST. The users of the Mackay BST are QSL, Wilmar and Mackay.  
2  See http://www.sugarterminals.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/160916-71178-Sugar-Terminal-2016-Annual-Report-

printer-version.pdf. 
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3.3 QSL as operator 

The Applicants note MSF's comments regarding QSL's position as operator of the BSTs.  

QSL rejects that any of the comments made by MSF amount to genuine public detriments, or raise any 
genuine reason to refuse the Authorisation Application.3 

In specific response to the claims made, QSL notes the following:  

(a) Whether the proposed authorisation is granted or not will make no difference to QSL's 
role as operator.  

The proposed authorisation would not authorise QSL to share any confidential 
information with the other Applicants, or any other party to a collective negotiation with 
STL. As such, in considering the state of the market with and without the proposed 
authorisation, there is no difference.  

QSL's logistics division will have access to information relating to its role as the operator 
of the BSTs regardless of the outcome of the Authorisation Application – and would be 
bound by confidentiality obligations regarding confidential information under any 
outcome.  

Any concerns that MSF may have about the structure of the operation of the BSTs in the 
2017 season are irrelevant to the proposed authorisation. Nothing in the Authorisation 
Application would suggest that QSL is intending to take 'special advantage' of its position 
as operator of the BSTs – and the fact that QSL has made the application with other 
users should suggest that it intends to conduct itself as though it is an ordinary user of the 
BSTs, which is subject to the decisions of STL in the same fashion as all other users of 
the BSTs.  

(b) QSL is not seeking to negotiate with itself, as asserted by MSF. As noted by STL in its 
submission, the entire purpose of the restructure of the arrangements at the BSTs was to 
ensure that the users of the BSTs (including QSL) must negotiate the terms of the S&H 
agreements with STL (not QSL). If users are worried about the commercial insight that 
QSL might glean through collective negotiations with QSL, then those users are not 
under any obligation to participate in collective negotiations with QSL.  

(c) The operating agreement between QSL and STL also places rigorous ring-fencing 
obligations on QSL. MSF was advised by STL on 7 February 2017 that the operating 
agreement contains extensive ring-fencing obligations and requires QSL to operate its 
logistics division (which provides the operating services) and its marketing division (which 
will be a user at the BSTs and a competitor of other users) separately. Under the 
operating agreement, QSL is obligated to separate the logistics and marketing divisions 
of its business by: 

(i) having different staff (including day to day management) and physical separation 
between those staff;  

(ii) maintaining separate systems access, accounts and financial records;  

(iii) ensuring there is no formal or informal flow of information between the separate 
divisions;  

(iv) transacting with each other on an arms-length basis; and  
                                                      
3  We note that these comments have been prepared by QSL, which is the relevant applicant for the purposes of responding 

to queries about its specific role as operator of the BSTs. Mackay, Bundaberg and Isis have not seen a copy of the 
Operating Agreement (due to confidentiality requirements) and as such are not in a position to comprehensively comment 
on the nature of the arrangements.  
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(v) having separate lines of reporting.  

Further, the ring-fencing obligations on QSL also provide that: 

(i) confidential information in the possession of QSL's logistics division must not, in 
any circumstance, be provided to QSL's marketing division and can only be 
provided within QSL to the extent necessary to provide the logistics service;  

(ii) QSL must maintain a ring-fencing register to track confidential information 
disclosure;  

(iii) QSL must ensure its Logistics Division staff are appropriately trained in respect of 
QSL’s ring-fencing and confidentiality obligations;  

(iv) QSL is required to implement and maintain systems and procedures to ensure 
compliance with its ring-fencing obligations;  

(v) STL may audit QSL's compliance with its ring-fencing obligations;  

(vi) QSL must notify STL of any breach of the ring-fencing obligations;  

(vii) STL may claim against QSL in respect of any loss STL suffers under a storage 
and handling agreement as a consequence of QSL breaching the ring-fencing 
provisions which may also lead to termination of the Operating Agreement;  

(viii) QSL as operator must not favour any user (including the marketing division of 
QSL) over another;  

(ix) QSL must not engage in anti-competitive cost shifting or anti-competitive cross-
subsidies; and  

(x) QSL must not second or transfer employees between QSL’s Logistics Division 
and QSL’s Marketing Division without the prior written consent of STL.  

A copy of the memorandum provided by STL to the users of the BSTs on 7 February 
2017 is attached to this response.  

4 Responses to STL Submission 

The Applicants note that STL's submission is broadly supportive of the Application other than expressing 
concerns in relation to the inclusion in the authorisation of the non-Applicant users of the terminals. 

The Applicants appreciate that, as a practical manner it may currently seem unlikely that such users will 
participate in collective negotiations, at least initially – such that such a reduction in scope may not 
change the actual outcomes in relation to how negotiations are progressed. However, the Application has 
been made for the benefit of all the industry and the Applicants would prefer for the authorisation to be 
granted such that even if the other users opt out of being involved in collective negotiations generally, it 
would allow them to collectively negotiate on those particular issues which it becomes evident during 
negotiations require an industry wide resolution. 

5 Conclusion  

In conclusion, the Applicants note that all other submissions in response to the Application for 
authorisation – including that of STL – are supportive of the Authorisation Application.  

The Applicants do not consider that any of the concerns raised by MSF raise any genuine concerns as to 
the proposed public benefits and detriments as set out in the Authorisation Application. 

The Applicants therefore continue to consider  that the public benefits of the proposed conduct would 
definitely outweigh any potential public detriment.  
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7 February, 2017 
 
To:  Bulk Sugar Terminal Users 
 
From: Peter Trimble 
 
Re:  BST New Operating Model 

Ring-fencing – Information Note for Users  
 
Under the new terminal operating model, announced to the market and industry on 13 
December 2016, STL will provide raw sugar storage and handling services to the users of the 
terminals (BSTs), with QSL providing BST operational services to STL at the terminals as a 
service provider by way of an Operating Agreement. 
 

As a nominated/contracted marketer for GEI and MEI Sugar, QSL will also remain a user of the 
BSTs. This has created concerns with some users of the terminals as to the dual roles that QSL 
will undertake at the BSTs. 
 

In negotiating the terms of the proposed Operating Agreement, STL was very conscious of the 
potential issues and concerns that may result from QSL’s dual roles. In particular, STL was 

concerned to ensure that appropriate, cost effective, protections were put in place to deal with 
ring fencing and confidentiality arrangements between QSL logistics division and QSL 
marketing division. 
 

STL’s approach to this issue was assisted by the fact that this is not an unusual commercial 

arrangement in other industries where the provider of the services could potentially derive a 
benefit as a competitor of other users utilising the service provided. The majority of those 
contractual arrangements are confidential. However, in Queensland, there are relevant 
precedents in the confidentiality ring fencing arrangements for Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal, 
Aurizon Network and Queensland Rail which STL was able to access and they formed the basis 
of, and are very similar to, those agreed to be put in place by QSL. 
 

The proposed Operating Agreement contains extensive ring-fencing obligations and requires 
QSL to operate its logistics division (which provides the operating services) and its marketing 
division (which will be a user at the BSTs and a competitor of other users) separately. Whilst 
those divisions are not required to have separate boards or replicated senior executives (ie 
CEO and CFO which would be unusual) they must: 
 

 have different staff (including day to day management) and physical separation between 
those staff; 

 maintain separate systems access, accounts and financial records; 
 ensure there is no formal or informal flow of information between the separate divisions 
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(other than to provide the logistics service); 
 transact with each other on an arm's length basis; and  
 have separated lines of reporting.   

These are onerous obligations on QSL. 
 

The ring-fencing obligations also provide that: 
 Confidential information in the possession of QSL's logistics division must not, in any 

circumstance, be provided to QSL's marketing division and can only be provided within 
QSL to the extent necessary to provide the logistics service; 

 QSL must maintain a ring-fencing register to track confidential information disclosure; 
 QSL must ensure its Logistics Division staff are appropriately trained in respect of QSL’s 

ring-fencing and confidentiality obligations; 
 QSL is required to implement and maintain systems and procedures to ensure 

compliance with its ring-fencing obligations; 
 STL may audit QSL's compliance with its ring-fencing obligations; 
 QSL must notify STL of any breach of the ring-fencing obligations;  
 STL may claim against QSL in respect of any loss STL suffers under a storage and 

handling agreement as a consequence of QSL breaching the ring-fencing provisions 
which may also lead to termination of the Operating Agreement;  

 QSL as operator must not favour any user (including the marketing division of QSL) over 
another;  

 QSL must not engage in anti-competitive cost shifting or anti-competitive cross-
subsidies; and 

 QSL must not second or transfer employees between QSL’s Logistics Division and 

QSL’s Marketing Division without the prior written consent of STL. 
 

STL has considered these matters at length and sought extensive legal and other advice on 
suitable ring-fencing and confidentiality obligations relevant to these circumstances. STL is 
satisfied that the proposed arrangements, coupled with steps STL is taking to bolster its internal 
resources (at a Board and Executive level) to manage the new operating model including the 
Operating Agreement with QSL, are cost effective, appropriate and suitable to provide a 
necessary level of comfort and satisfactory outcomes to industry and in particular to our users.  
 
I am happy to further discuss, if you have more questions. 
 
Yours faithfully 

 
Peter Trimble 
General Manager 
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